Psychiatric comorbidity in temporal DNET and improvement after surgery.
"Alien tissue" may be responsible for a higher frequency of psychiatric disorders in patients with temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE). Also, ganglioglioma and dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial tumors (DNET) could represent a risk-factor for the development of post-surgical psychoses. Classically, severe psychiatric disorders contra-indicate epilepsy surgery. Assessment of inter-ictal psychiatric disorders in 10 consecutive patients with temporal DNET, before and after epilepsy surgery with a minimum of a 2-year follow-up evaluation. DNETs were confirmed on histological examination. Psychiatric disorders were classified according to the DSM-IV-TR. Five patients presented inter-ictal psychiatric disorders with, according to the DSM-IV-TR, undifferentiated schizophrenia (one case), "borderline" personality (two cases), intermittent explosive disorder with slight mental retardation (one case), and personality disorders not otherwise specified but with some traits of dependent personality and with mythomania (one case). The condition of these five patients dramatically improved after surgery. No psychiatric behavior or "de novo" psychosis was observed after surgery in any of the patients. The prevalence of inter-ictal psychiatric disorders appears to be high in epileptic patients with a temporal lobe DNET primarily in relation to personality and behavioral problems with some degree of impulsivity and verbal aggressiveness. The improvements after surgery suggest that this therapy could be performed in these patients and severe psychiatric disorders do not contra-indicate this procedure.